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About This Game

"I was in love with GNOG the second I saw it"-Rock Paper Shotgun
"Weird and wonderful..." -Polygon

"This is such a joyful game, I'm not sure it's possible to leave it without feeling uplifted." -Destructoid
"It's a kooky idea brought about with lots of style and verve..." -Eurogamer

GNOG is a playful puzzle game about exploring monstrous virtual toys. Press, pull, slide, grab, click, and rotate every GNOG
head to uncover its secrets!

9 musical levels with whimsical puzzles to discover

A dynamic soundtrack composed by Marskye

Each level a unique hand-crafted experience

Play in standard mode or with optional VR support. Seamlessly switch between VR and standard play!

GNOG is a 3D puzzle game set in a tactile world of toys and secrets. Point, click, grab, poke, spin, pull, and play with uniquely
charming monster heads as you explore the hidden worlds inside them. Filled with eye-catching designs, playful interactions,

and a rich, reactive soundtrack, the hand-crafted heads come to life in either standard play or in VR.
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Inspired by real-world toy designs, every GNOG head is a miniature world to discover. Grab a bookcase and spin it to reveal a
hidden pile of coins, slide levers to navigate a damaged ship through outer space, crank a wheel to cook a stew on the stove –
each playful interaction generates lively feedback and surprising consequences. Set to a relaxing and dynamic soundtrack that

evolves with each level, the surreal worlds and joyful puzzles of GNOG will have you turning heads.
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Title: GNOG
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
KO_OP
Publisher:
Double Fine Presents
Release Date: 17 Jul, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or later

Processor: 2GHz 64-Bit CPU

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Dedicated graphics card with 1GB memory

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 2 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Arabic,Danish,Dutch,Finnish,Japanese,Norwegian,Polish,Portuguese,Russian,Swedish,Turkish
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So far this is a solid game.
Once I get some more free time I want to delve deeper into it.
Battles are well balanced. Great mapping, story is good, and has some cool features to it.

But theres quite a bit of talkin, lol.
I don't mind too much.
I am just not one for the talking side of things!

Other than that I haven't really ran into any bugs so far.
So nice work!. This game is so imaginative and fun! Great puzzles, great little bits of dialogue, and most importantly: cats..
#FlatIsJustice nuff said. An adorable dog for a small price.

What better upgrade for your camp can you imagine?

(But a cat maybe.). Now it feels like MFS. Finally.. i think this game is noticeably better that the last zombie exodus and i
recommend both this and the old one. i cant wait for the next part to come out so i can play it. I'm looking forward to the next
part. These christmas wizards did not graduate from hogwarts either.
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Tropico 5 with all it's DLC's had a lot more content than any title before it, but the economy, infrastructure management and AI
all got messed up because of this which resulted in a completely broken game. Luckily the mods turned Tropico 5 into what is
was supposed to be and allowed me to pour a couple of hundreds of hours of game play into of it.

I participated in the Tropico 6 beta, which was extremely limited in terms of the amount of content we were allowed to access
and test. The entire modern era was not available for testing during the entire beta phase.

Now that Tropico 6 has been released and I have invested a decent amount of hours into it, I am very disappointed. The AI is far
less intelligent than the previous rendition, the speed of the game has been incredibly reduced, which means it takes a worker a
couple of months to do everything they need to do before they return to work for a 1 or 2 month shift, even if you build
everything they need right next to their place of work, which means that you have at most 2 or 3 workers actively doing their
job at any given point in time in each building, which renders most industries a long term net loss. Entire teamster offices will
take off simultaneously for months at a time resulting in the entire economy coming to a halt whilst expenses never seem to slow
down, which ends up in a constant struggle just to maintain a positive net balance.

There is no way of seeing how much wealth any building provides to it's workers, and residential building budget has no impact
on the wealth requirement for said residential building. Which means that you have no way of controlling who is poor, well-off,
rich etc. and you have no way of determining what type of housing should go where.

Workers are extremely lazy, they would rather live in a shack in the most polluted industrial area of the island than move to a
nice residential area with supermarkets, entertainment, schools etc which are only a block away from where they work.

There is no edict to control rent and allow all poor or retired people to afford housing, only an edict to make all housing 100%
free, which is impossible to do when you can barely keep your budget in the positive, which means that it's impossible to
provide housing for the elderly without crashing the entire economy, so a high elderly population always means a high homeless
population.

This whole game right now is just a mess in terms of mechanics, logistics, infrastructure and AI, and the modern era is
extremely lacking in content.

I am a big fan of Tropico, but this rendition has been a massive disappointment for me thus far.. It's been months and there has
been no updates with new content, I paid all this money for 10 minutes of gameplay, What the F*&%!. "Drunk or dead" is a
very funny wave-shooter! If you like the following things, this game might be your idea of fun:
1) drinking and shooting
2) zombies
3) women

This game is basically a wave-shooter with a lot of cool ideas and funny twists. I won't spoil them for you, but you are going to
play this in VR and you can do whatever you want to do (and I mean: whatever!)! Just have fun and enjoy the game!
. Story is good. Gameplay is fantastic. Humor is gold. Definitely worth the money, hands down.. Puzzle game, did not enjoy

Patch – v1.0.5:

Features. Patch – v1.0.4:

Features. Patch – v1.0.6:

Bug fixes. GNOG is now available!:
Hey everyone, GNOG is finally out (with optional VR support) with a 10% steam discount. Also thanks to our publisher, if you
own Broken Age you get an additional 10% off!

Check out this lovely review by Rock Paper Shotgun: https://www.rockpapershotgun.com/2018/07/17/wot-i-think-gnog/
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